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Many other research and academic institutions...

Scientific Linux

Scientific Linux is used as the computing platform for major research projects all around the globe.

Fermilab Run II (DZero and CDF)

The CDF and DZero experiments run Scientific Linux on thousands of computers to filter, reconstruct and analyze data recorded in their collision detectors. Scientific Linux is also used on scientific workstations used for final data analysis, visualization of events, collaborative work with other physicists of the experiments and to publish the results.

Main Injector Oscillation Search (MINOS)

The Minos experiment uses Scientific Linux for virtually all of its online and offline computing. This includes 32 systems in the data acquisition systems, control room computers, and all offline computing resources. Offline computing includes interactive login systems, a local Batch system, MySQL and PostgreSQL database servers, Web application servers, Fermigrid systems, and all data storage servers.

Lattice Quantum Chromo Dynamics (LQCD)

Fermilab operates large clusters of computers for LQCD as part of the national computational infrastructure for Lattice QCD established by the Department of Energy. Fermilab has successfully deployed 5 Lattice QCD production clusters totaling 2,500 nodes, each running Scientific Linux and reliably delivered over 55 sustained LQCD TFlop-years (over 250 Linpack TFlop-years) worth of computing since 2006. Scientific Linux kernels enabled the provisioning and managing of a highly scalable 0.5 Petabyte Lustre file system delivering a peak aggregate bandwidth of 2GB/s required for large parallel jobs on the order of 1024 processes each.

Dark Energy Survey (DES)

Scientific Linux plays an important role in DES software development and image simulations. It is important to have a uniform operating system and base software environment on personal workstations, collaboration clusters, as well as shared computing resources, delivering a peak aggregate bandwidth of 2GB/s required for large parallel jobs on the order of 1024 processes each.

Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS Tier 1)

Scientific Linux is an important component of the CMS Tier 1 facility at Fermilab. This distribution has been optimized for use for High Energy Physics (HEP), and is in use at our sister lab at CERN, giving collaborators all over the world a uniform interface to CMS applications. It is deployed at Fermilab on both interactive nodes and more than a thousand batch compute nodes. Critical services are deployed using Scientific Linux, including distributed storage systems, grid interfaces, data transfer agents, and workflow management systems.

“Scientific Linux is used as the computing platform for major research projects all around the globe.”